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.30BALL MEN
IiAPE UP STRONG IN
PRACTICE LAST WEEK
nitVARD AND DARTMOUTH ON
MAINE HOOP SCHEDULE
vARsay
Norwich at Northfield
11 I /artmouth at Hanover
L. 21 Rhode Island State at
()onto
. I 29 .Mass. Aggies at Orono
5 New Hampshire at
( trim°
11 Fort Williams at Orem,
cI. IS Portland A. C. at
Portland
Ii. 19 New Hampshire at
Iturham
Harvard at Cambridge
ch 3 Conn. Aggies at Storrs
FRESHMEN
The freshmen will play 10 games.
Ii Ii our more still pending.
An_7 Jonesport High at Oron??
an. 14 Ricker Classical at
( )ron°
15 Hebron at Orono
22 Kents Hill at Orono
29 Brewer high at Orono
:e•i?. 5 East Maine Conference.
Seminary at Orono
• I. 11 Bridgton Academy at
( troth,
•
•
CAPT. -BILL" HANSCONI
-itch lirice issued the call for basket-
-1 I.ist week, and thirty versatile men
'1••1 6,1 in uniform. Many familiar
•..?•- ‘x(re amongst the group, and some
aNyirants for varsity work were
Pr.ltill'eS ion- these men were held all
?k Friday came, and with it, a cut
lilt. squad. Fourteen men were dropped.
.ixteen retained are all good materi-
.,I.aid Brice finds it a hard job to pick out
•t best.
Liostein, formerly of Bangor High, a
icammate of "Archie" Kamenkovitz, is
Hick in the running this year. He was
ineligible all last year, and, consequently,
i ill priohably need a bit of scrimmage
tire being at top form.
-Lus- Wass, a regular of two years
is back at school this year and will
make the guards look to their laurels.
Rionior Fitzhugh is going hard for the
litci position. Ile is probably the best
ur on the squad. lie was held down
lasti ear by "Joe" Ineligible. He is striv-
ing to inert him this year and if he does,
he 'is II. no do ouht, make the team easily.
Ii he is on the Dean's calling list, Sam
the one and only shot putter,
%%hi probably fill the berth. Sam can
jump. handle himself well. and has an
almost sure eye for the basket.
The two veteran centers, "Russ" Beat-
and "Speed" Branscom, will be shift-
ed ti i'timer positions if one of the afore-
mentioned makes the grade at center.
?( n finned on Page Six)
SIGMA XI CLUB
MEETS FRIDAY
Members Are Conduct-
ing Many Research
Problems
At seven P. M. Friday, November 26,
there is to be a dinner and meeting of
Sigma Xi Club. At this time Dean Ed-
ward Ellery of Union College is to speak
on the "Purpose of Sigma Xi."
Sigma Xi is an organization of scient-
tific workers engaged in research. Al-
tho there is no chapter here, there are on
the campus eighteen members of other
chapters. They have formed a club which
meets once a month for discussion of
scientific problems of the day. The mem-
bers are Dr. C. B. Crofutt (Physicist),
Mr. W. F. Dove (Biologist), Dr. T. Eck-
ert (Chemist), Dr. W. F. Eyster (Genet-
icist), Dr. A. L. Fitch (Physicist), Dr.
D. Folsom (Plant Pathologist), Dr. NV.
J. Morse (Director of the Experiment
Station), Dr. F. V. Owen (Biologist),
Dr. E. M. Patch (Entomologist), Mr. C.
R. Phipps (Entomologist), Dr. K. Sax
(Biologist), Dr. 11. J. Sax (Biologist),
Mr. Cheng Sun (Chemistry), Prof. W.
J. Sweetser (Mechanical Engineer), Dr.
P. W. NVhiting (Cytologist), Dr. A. R.
Whiting (Biologist), Dr. H. R. Willard
(Mathematics), Dr. A. E. Woodward
(Physiologist).
There are many kinds of problems
which the members are engaged in study-
ing. At the Experiment Station, in the
Plant Pathology department under the di-
rection of Dr. Folsom, research work is
being carried on with about a dozen new
diseases which cause potatoes to degen-
erate; with the spraying and dusting of
potatoes and apples for the prevention of
certain diseases of the foliage and har-
%ested crop; with the treatment of seed
;statues for the prevention of disease.;
mid with the development of the apple
,cab fungus, especially in cold storage.
In the department of Entomology, Dr.
Patch is studying aphids. She has dis-
covered the life history of many species
hich had caused annually hundreds of
dollars loss to the farmers notably of
Maine but also of all the world. These
migratory aphids, or plant lice, live part
of the year on one species of plant and
the rest on a different species. By con-
trolling one of the food plants, it is pos-
sible to exterminate the particular aphid.
Mr. Phipps, also of the Entomology de-
pal tine.nt. is working at present on the
liliieberr maggot, on certain cutworms
and on wireworms. The method used is
to collect and rear as many of the various
species as possible both under field and
laboratory conditions, thus getting their
life-history, and thru this determining
methods of control.
Dr. Sax, head of the Biology depart-
ment at the Station, has been investigat-
ing larious problems in sweet corn. This
year he has published papers on the Gen-
etic Interpretation of Ecological Adapta-
tion; "Quantitative Inheritance in
Phaseolus;" "Sweet Corn Breeding Ex-
periments." Dr. Gowen, formerly con-
nected with this department, has resigned
to accept a position with the Rockefeller
Institute and has been replaced by Mr.
Dove of the University of Wisconsin.
(Continued on Page Six)
 NI 
GIRLS RIFLE CLUB
STARTS SEASON DEC. 11
—st—
Girls rifle practice started the first of
November under the direction of Coach
Kidney. As the schedule goes now, the
upper classmen practice on Monday and
Friday and the freshmen on Wednesday.
Br athletic ruling freshmen are not
eligible to fire on the varsity team this
year.
Three new repeating army rifles are
available for the girls. The season will
last front November first until March
first. So far, seven matches have been
arranged. The first will be shot Decem-
ber 11, with George Washington Uni-
versity. "Maine must look to her lau-
rels" was the title George Washington
University gave to their write-up about
their rifle team in a daily paper a few
days ago.
HONORARY ENGINEERING
SOCIETIES ANNOUNCE
PLEDGES AT SMOKER
-ALL TECHNOLOGY" AFFAIR IS
BIG SUCCESS
 NI
There was an All-Technology Smoker
held in 30 Coburn Hall, Wednesday
evening, November 17. The room was
well filled with both students and faculty
members. Pledges to Alpha Chi Sigma,
the chemical fraternity, and Tau Beta
Pi, the engineering fraternity, were an-
in mince&
Each division of Technology put on an
act of some kind. The biggest act of the
Niechanicals scented to be the distribu-
tion of apples, Esquimo Pies, salted pea-
nuts, and cigars. The Chemicals ga%e a
skit entitled, "There Ain't no Santa
Claus."
The best act of the evening was that
presented by the Civils. Getchell, Hart-
ley, Ridlon and Hudgins accompanied by
Ingall's ukulele, sang a number of ap-
pnopriate parodies on popular songs. They
also presented the Electricals with "the
oldest receiving set in the world."
Professor 1Veston in his droll and
rambling manner spoke through a haze
of cigar smoke on the meaning of suc-
cess. Success, he said, is doing work that
you enjoy and receiving with it a fair
amount of cash.
TAI: BET.% PI PLEDGES
Cuyler Poor, Paul Watson, Raymond
‘Vood, Patrick Gilfoyle, Earl Webster.
Selden Pierce.
ALPHA CHI SIGMA PLEDGES
Doctor C. A. Brautlecht, Harold Stu-
art. Reginald Adams, John Lowell, Win-
field Lowell, and Charles Stover.
CIVILS' SONGS
Who plays level with the levelman's
daughter,
While the levelman's busy running
levels
(ice. Oh gosh Oh, gee, that's what wor-
ries me,
I know that the levelman must run
his dumpy
We smoke Camels and neither does
lirumpy.
So who plays—
Who said dam to the dam builder's
daughter,
While the dam builder was busy
damning dam,
Gee, ( )h, gosh Oh, gee—
I know that the dam builder built a dam
If coeds are pretty, so's your old man.
So who said dam—
Who, crabs the course to the course crab-
ber's daughter,
While the course crabber is busy crb-
bing course,
(ice. Oh. gosh, Oh Gee—
! know that a course crabber has one
bet,
A river's moist but he's all wet,
S.1 who crabs course—
Who goes sliding with the slide ruler's
daughter,
While the slide ruler's busy doing slide,
Gee, Oh, gosh, Oh Gee--
Some will say a rule is right,
Weston drinks coffee, and it makes him
tight.
So who goes sliding—
Who plays bridge with the bridge build-
er's daughter,
While the bridge builders busy building
bridge,
Gee. Oh, gosh, Oh Gee--
From a Lyon we will quote,
Azzume a yard and build a boat.
So who plays bridge with the bridge
builder's (laughter
Mille the bridge builder's busy building
bridge.
OnsING DIRGE
We are a quintet of Engineers,
We know our business well.
We'‘e come to build for you a Railroad,
To ride you straight to Hell.
(Continu(d on Page Six)
ST. PETER VIEWS
COLLEGE LIFE
Impressions of Co-Eds
Rather Vague
-
St. Peter, the well-known caretaker of ;
the Athletic Field, consented to give his
views on college people and college life.
He feels that he can't give a complete
pieture, however, since he has never had
the inteersting job of night-watchman. He
hinted that perhaps that might be one of
his ambitions.
St. Peter's impression of co-eels is
rather vague. It seems to be to the effect
that they are a general nuisance. They
giggle too much. And he doesn't under-
stand how men can study when they are
It:outing half-way out of a fraternity
house window to talk to every co-ed who
goes by. Of course this is the co-ed's
fault. Ibiwever. there is one point that
he finds to be distinctly in their favor.
They don't clutter up the athletic field
VARSITY FINISHES
EIGHTH IN NATIONAL
CROSS COUNTRY MEET
— _
PENN STATE WINS SWEEPING
VICTORY
NI —
COURSE RECORD BROKEN
- -
Richardson Places Second in
Freshman Meet
—m—
The Maine %arsity cross-country fin-
ished in eighth place at the National
•ross Centntry run in Van Courtlandt
Park, N. Y. on Monday.
Captain "1 :runt" Taylor finished in
ninth place. William Cox led the Penn
State harirers home with a sweeping vic-
tory, their total score being only 65.
Wiine was tied with Cornell with 184
',onus for eighth place.
Cox broke the record by 30 seconds,
very much. Ile is thankful for that. his time being 30.04. This record was
Ile shakes his head almost doubtfully made by Tibbetts of Harvard last year
about the men. "Well, they're a pretty who won by a stride. The results:
good bunch. But awfully dumb, some I. Penn State, 2. Syracuse, 3. Yale, 4.
of them. They are always trotting ener- • I larvard, 5. !dour.
getically around and around that track. Richardson, the only Maine freshman
That wastes a lot of good time and en- to enter, finished in second place. Swede
ergy. I like them, though, even if they of Princeton led him to the tape by 50
do wear sailor trousers and loud sweat- yards. Syracuse won the race by the
ers. But say, you know sonic of them , Is score of 39,
must be color-blind. Why? Well, have l'he following Maine men made the
noticed those corduroys?" He even trip: Captain Taylor, Victor McNaugh-
likes those who try to raise the kind of a ton, Eugene Scribner, Andre Cushing,
moustache that is doing well by its proud Leon Murray, Worth Noyes, Clyde Stin-
owner if it increases at the rate of three
hairs lier week. Ile admires optimism.
He descril-ed the sad parting of the foot-
ball men and their moustaches. It was
sad, but yo at sec the field was always so
nunidy. "-end while mud did make them
hm,k much more flourishing still there
were disadvantages.
Once, a few years ago, St. Peter tried
tO do a wood turn for the students by
dynamiting the jam at the Orono bridge--
thus making it possible for them to attend
clas.e. the next day. I le heard rumours
to the effect that, strangely enough, this
wasn't appreciated by certain ungrateful
members of the student body. Since then
he? has given up all work in the philan-
thropic Inn%
On the whole he thinks that the Maim.
campus has a pretty good bunch. "But,"
he says, -I think you'd better ask my
--m—friend, the night-watchman."
-NI  The Arts and Science Rally this year
comes on Friday evening, December 3.
\II of the students, and the faculty and
?heir families, of the College of Arts and
--ciences are expected to be present. The
program includes members of both the
faculty and the students, and presents
comedy of the highest order. It is hoped
that the several new innovations of this
year's program will make it the best rally
yet. However a rally cannot have spirit
and pep without a large audience of in-
terested spectators.
Very few of the students in the Uni-
versity at the present time know what an
Arts and Science Rally is and means.
This is because the last one was held in
1923. Before that time the rally was held
some time during the fall term of each
year. The custom is a good one, and
needs to be established again.
In previous years Professor Kueny's
punch grew to be of such renown that
it alone was a sufficient drawing card to
pack the chapel. The delicious beverage
is going to be served again this year.
HOCKEY TEAM HAS
SUCCESSFUL SEASON
m—
A fter a most successful autumn, the
girls' hockey season is over for another
year.
For the first time interclass games have
played an important part this year, giving
evidence of the increasing popularity and
rapid growth of this particular sport.
The laurels in class games were won by
the sophomore class.
The varsity played only one game on
the home field, defeating Bangor High
by a 3-1 score. The other three games
were played in southern New England, at
Medford Hillside where the Maine team
conquered Jackson by an 8-0 victory; at
Storrs, Conn, where the Connecticut Ag-
gies were defeated by 4-1, and at Stam-
ford where the Maine girls met their only
defeat of the season in a loss of 4-1 to
the Fairchester Hockey Club, a selected
team composed, for a large part, of vet
eran players.
The coach, Miss Helen Lengyel, is a
capable trainer who builds up her teams
through hard and persistent practice.
Through her efforts the team was fortu-
nate enough to secure the services of an
expert English hockey coach who spent
the last week of Septemner here coach-
ing the girls in stick work and general
hockey technique. By a coincidence Miss
t'ampbell also refereed the Fairchester
game at Stamford. Miss Lengyel hflpes
to have her visit Maine again next year.
The freshman team developed rapidly
and contained many promising players
among whom the captain. Dorothy Ross,
Ellen Mullaney, Thelma Shea, Rachel
(Castigated es Page SU)
son, Freshman Captain Richardson.
A new feature this year in track cir-
cles will be started December 10. This
. e'. cut will be known as the Christmas
'Handicap. It closes the fall season of
l track with gusto.The idea of this handicap originated in
' Powder Fields, Scotland. It became an
:mental fixture there for 46 years. Ath-
letes came from all over the world to
. compete in this Handicap.
Coach Kanaly's men are training hard
for this event because it is the climax of
the fall season. After Christmas the men
..tart trainine 1' 'r Ineliior Relay.
(Continued on Page Six)
NI
ARTS AND SCIENCE
RALLY TO BE DEC. 3
\ II individual Prism pictures
must be in the hands of the l'rism
Board before the Christmas holi-
:lays. The specifications for these
!Pictures are: (I) Carbon print on
light weight glossy paper, (2) Di-
mensions of head-,-1 si inches from
point of chin to top of forehead.
Scc sample on bulletin board).
Pictures cannot be accepted by the
Prism Board unless they meet
these specifications. It is up to you,
to see that your pim.)tographer
meets these specifications and that
your work is in on time.
Prism Board by
R. F. Scott
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CORRESPONDENCE Intra-Mural Basketball
Schedule Announced
Dear Editor
Ever since the announcement that in
the fall of 1927 a second year pledging
rule aould become effective, similar to
plans used by several colleges at the pres-
ent time, there has been much Lally-boo
AS to the merits and demerits of such a
plan.
Let us analyse some phases of this plan
insofar as they affect us:
First, the success of such a ruling in
other colleges is no indication that it will
be a success on this campus. Each col-
lege or university must adapt itself to its
local problems and govern itself accord-
ingly. %%ilia is applicable to Dartmouth
is by no means an indication that Maine
will profit to the same extent. In other
words, what are the conditions on this
campus which warrant such a ruling?
Maine has been called a "fraternity
college- and its spirit and democracy have
been broadcasted far and wide. We are,
as has been said, "One big happy family."
th'"°' It is true that the traditions of our uni-
te rsity have built up this reputation, and
=fl.
The Journalistic Conference
A week from now-, December 3 and 4,
there will be a conference on the campus
.4 high schisil and academy journalists.
To mato of them it aill be their first
isit and their impressions might be last-
ing Imes. In the past, high school journ-
alists 'hate received less attention than
high school athletes. Fraternities are
eager to make the acquaintance of the
athletes so that they might offer them
memhurship at MCC if they register as
freshmen in the fall. Out of the host of
athletes that are entertained during the
basketball tinanament and the track
meet, relatitely few enroll later as fresh-
men iii eimiparisiin to the number u if
jiburnalists that enroll.
hit of the thirty-two early registrants
fin- the conference in April 1923, the fol-
bat ing nine people have enrolled at the
University and have done creditaLle
work: Sylvia Kurson, Robert Scott, Ken-
neth Field, Erdine Besse, John Mahoney.
Helen Page. Zelda MacKenzie, Beulah
Kneeland, and Ethel Saunders ex-'28.
Furthermore. it is the duty of these
people to tell in the columns
of their newspapers what they saw and
heard at the University. If their reports
are favorable they might influence many
goof! Attilents to come to the Unitersity,
and et en those students who do not ex-
pect to continue their training after high
sch..101 might hold the University in great-
er respect. because of these favorable
I- cis 41s.
A reprint in nu this column should not
be amiss at this point:
-The Cani,slis goes to et ery high sclusil
m the state. It is read by hundreds of
isitemial students of the UnL'ersity. The
(items whit•li are recorded are shaping in
their minds the desirability of making
Maim. their Alma Mater. The Campus
I,. thou a concrete expression of the
I, t. thit iii.n cluNISC I. 'r their four years
in college. In the battik Ili the members
of the Cano4s staff there rests the re-
sponsibility of putting the spirit of Maine
in their work. Of putting in black and
white on the primed page the events
%Welt make Maine to us all, the symbol
and inspiration, that she is.
The stn CV55 »1 the Campus rests not only
with the staff but in the hands of every
student in college. The article that YOU
can write nest week
-end may be the link
in a chain that aill bring another student
to Maine next fall. When you feel that
thspiratiiin, that thrill, that feeling of ap-
preciation fin. the opportunities that
Maine is git fig to sou. put them in pa-
per and let us pass it on."
 xl 
If you have not time to write to the
home folks, send them the Campus. One
dollar will give them all of the news for
the rest of the school year. Address
your subscriptions to the Business Man-
aCer.
t, it can be said, no less, that the fra-
ternities have labored to this end, and
have been responsible, in some measure,
to this enviable record. Love of Alma
Mater has been taught fraternity fresh-
men front the day of their pledge to grad-
uation, and this teaching has had behind
it, the force of personal interest and
common good. There is no better sub-
stitute..
Second: the University, by its isolated
position and limited means to provide un-
limited housing facilities for its students,
must rzly to a great extent, upon the fra-
ternities to absorb a large part of its
students, and provide them with as good
a substitute of homelike surroundings as
it is within their means to do. This, fra-
ternities have been doing now for over
a period of thirty years. To accomplish
this, many thousands of dollars have been
spent and arc continuing to be spent.
Fundamentally, each fraternity represents
a business institution, and as such, must
naturally protect its resources and keep
a careful watch upon its expenditures, and
mores°, upon its income. It is more than
obvious that the loss of just one year's
income will impose upon all houses, a
severe financial burden, especially on
those students living in the houses at the
present time. One of the most essential
and exacting principles upon which fra-
ternity life is founded, had to be, in some
measure, oterlooked this year, in order
to build up large delegations to tide them
oter the next few years.
Third and last: There is no question
in the minds of anyone that the first
year at college is the most important. It
is during this time that habits are formed
that influence the remaining three years.
Freshmen living in dormitories and in
Orono cannot, and will not, have the in-
dividual attention and help which is oh-
taints' in fraternal surroundings. Nor
should they be denied these privileges!
Each man conies here to obtain the most
out of his work and play as it is possible
for him to do.
N.• donbt, there are merits, and many
them, for a second year ruling or else
such a plan would not have been intro-
duce(' here. It is nevertheless, a many-
sided question, the solutions of which be-
come more complex as time goes on.
The writer is, at the present time, try-
ing to collect data from such colleges as
enforce this ruling, so that its advantages
and disadtantages may be more clearly
recorded, and hopes to publish them some-
time in the Campus.
Yours very truly,
M
NEWSPAPER DEBATES
(by New Student Service)
Subscribers of student papers in Dal-
housie Unitersity and the University of
Alberta will compose the audience for a
printed intercollegiate debate. The de-
baters have been selected for "combined
debating ability and journalistic skill,"
the text of the debates appearing simul-
taneously in both college papers.
Alberta debaters will open this curl-
'us contest. When their "speech" reaches
Dalhousie both papers will print it. Then
a Dalhousie man replies, followed by a
second Alberta and another Dalhousie
111.01. Rebuttals will follow in due order.
Judges in the contest will possibly be
(Antis,. of Canadian publications,
The debate subject will be "Resolved:
That Compulsory Attendance at Univer-
sity Lectures is in the Best Interests of
the Student Body."
The Intra-Mural basktaball schedule
for P.26-27 is as follows:
Northern League: Sigma Phi Sigma,
Sigma Nu, Theta Chi, Beta Theta Pi,
t..ominons Council, Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Middle League: Delta Tau Delta, Kap-
pa Sigma, Phi Eta Kappa, Lambda Chi
Alpha, Phi Kappa Sigma, Phi Gamma
Delta.
Southern Le.ettie: Beta Kappa, Phi
Mu Delta, Alpha ,:.iamma Rho, Phi Kap-
pa, Alpha Tau Omega, Sigma Chi.
DECEMBER 7
Sigma Nu vs. Sigma Phi Sigma
Phi Mu Delta vs. Beta Kappa
Di:es:masa 9
Theta Chi vs. Commons Council
Lambda Chi Alpha vs. Delta Tau Delta
DECEMBER 11
Kappa Sigma vs. Phi Eta Kappa
Beta Theta Pi vs. Sigma Phi Sigma
Sigma Chi vs. Alpha Gamma Rho
l'hi Kappa Sigma vs. Phi Gamma Delta
DECEMBER 14
A. T. O. vs. Sigma Chi
S. A. E. vs. Sigma Nu
DECEMBER 16
Beta Theta Pi vs. Commons Council
Phi Kappa vs. Alpha Gamma Rho
JANUARY 15
Delta Tau Delta vs Kappa Sigma
Phi Gamma Delta vs. Phi Eta Kappa
S. A. E. vs. Commons Council
Lambda Chi Alpha vs. Phi Kappa Sigma
JANUARY 18
Sigma Nu vs. Beta Theta Pi
A. T. O. vs. Alpha Gamma Rho
JANUARY 20
Phi Kappa vs. Bcta Kappa
Landxla Chi Alpha vs. Phi Gamma Delta
JANUARY 22
Phi Mu Delta vs. Sigma Chi
Sigma Nu vs. Commons Council
Delta Tau Delta vs. Phi Camma Delta
Theta Chi vs. Sigma Phi Sigma
JANUARY 25.
Alpha Gamma Rho vs. Beta Kappa
S.A.E. vs. Beta Theta Pi
FEBRUARY 10
Commons Council vs. Sigma Phi Sigma
Phi Kappa Sigma vs. Kappa Sigma
FEBRUARY 12
A. T. O. vs. Beta Kappa
Lambda Chi Alpha vs. Phi Eta Kappa
Theta Chi vs. Sigma Nu
Phi Mu Delta vs. Alpha Gamma Rho
FEBRUARY 15
Phi Kappa vs. A. T. 0.
Phi Kappa Sigma vs. Delta Tau Delta
FEBRUARY 17
Kappa Sigma vs. Phi Gamma Delta
S. A. E. vs. Sigma Phi Sigma
FEBRUARY 19
Sigma Chi vs. Beta Kappa
Beta Theta Pi ts. Theta Chi
Delta Tau Delta vs. Phi Eta Kappa
Phi Mu Delta vs. A. T. 0.
FEBRUARY 22
phi Kappa ss. l'hi Mu Delta
Phi kappa Sigma s. Phi Eta Kappa
FEBRUARY 24
S. A. E. vs. Theta Chi
I :manta Chi Alpha vs. Kappa Sigma
Ft:Illit'ARY 26
Phi Kappa 4s, Sigma Chi
All games must be played on date
scheduled unless the basketball court is
occupied. In such a case the change of
date shall be made and each team notified
by the chairman of the Intra Mural Bas-
ket-ball Committee.
Failure of team to appear on date of
game scheduled w ill cause that team to
forfeit the game to it's opponent. There
shall absolutely be no compromise be-
tween teams. Failure to abide by this
rule will result in a loss for both teams
scheduled.
Officials must be obtained at least one
ek before the game.
Winners of each league will be notified
when finals will be run off.
Intra Mural B. B. Committee
LAntie Airoldi, Chr.
Keith B. Lydiard
Robert L. Lane, Sec.
 xl 
The Department of Chemistry and
Chemical Engineering made one change
iii staff membership this year: Lyle C.
Jihness. B.S. in Ch.E., University of
Ness Hampshire replacing Dr. R. H.
Macy. Gordon M. Juredini, a tenipor-
ary instructor last year entered into tech-
nical work in Worcester, Massachusetts.
Dr. C. A. Brautlecht was elected first
vice chairman of the Northeastern Divi-
sion of the American Pulp and Paper
Mill Superintendent's Association at the
October meeting held at Lincoln, N. H.
Dr. Brantlecht served as Secy.-Treas,
in 1925. V. F.. Fishburn, mill manager,
of the Groveton Paper Company was
elected chairman.
ORGANIZATIONS
Our tt Saturday evening, November 20, the
Chi Omega sorority held an informal
dance in the gymnasium in honor of their
pledges.
It was a nautical dance with decorations
of ships, pennants, life-savers and colored
lights carrying out the effect. The dance
orders were in the form of colored fish.
Around the hall were small tables which
gave the effect of a cabaret and during
intermission a short entertainment was
giten by "Jo" Jackson, "Kay" Marvin,
and -1zzy" Ames. For the favor dance,
the couples matched numbered life-savers
for partners.
The chairman of the dance conunittee
was Annette Lane and the chaperones
were Professor and Mrs. Simmons, Pro-
fessor and Mrs. harry Smith, Mrs. Delia
Sullivan, Mr. and Mrs. Walkley, Mr.
and Mrs. Davee and Miss Inez Bowler.
The Island City six piece orchestra fur-
nished the music.
An aiumal custom of lung standing was
revived again on Tuesday evening, Nov.
23, when Phi Gamma Delta entertained
Kappa Sigma at their chapter house
for their Tenth Annual Peanut Drunk.
Fraternity songs, cards, and a "fireside
session" were enjoyed by all.
The Fall banquet and initiation of Phi
Sigma was held Wednesday, November
17, 1926, at the Penobscot Valley Country
Club. The following members were
initiated:
Faculty: Margaret Schneider, Evelyn
Buchan, Theodore Ayers, Fay Hyland.
Students: Gifford B. Adams, Horace
E. Bell, Marion A. Farrington, Allen W.
Goodspeed, Edward D. Johnson, Elmer
G. Kelso, Henry C. Waldo, Alexander
F. Waldron.
Dr. Warner J. Morse, director of the
Experiment Station, was elected honor-
ary member.
The speaker of the evening was Dr.
Whitman H. Jordan, of Orono. Dr.
Jordan was formerly director of the Ex-
periment Station, and later director of the
New York Experiment Station. At that
time he was the leader in his field in the
United States. His subject was "Advice
to Young Biologists."
The annual initiation of the Sodalitas
Latina was held at the Arts and Science
building, Tuesday evening, Nov. 9. The
following students were admitted to
membership: Beatrice Bryenton, '29; Ad-
die Brown, '28; Marion Butler, '29;
Clare Callaghan, '29; Edna Cohen, '28;
Thelma ham, '29; Delia Houghton, '28;
Mary McGuire, '28; Alice Muzzy, '28;
Celia Sheriff, '29.
At the business meeting following the
initiation, Mary McGuire was elected
secretary -treasurer. Refreshments were
served by Erdine Besse and Isabel Ames.
Professor Peterson, of the Department
of Spanish and Italian, has consented to
speak at the next meeting of the Club,
hich will be held in the Arts and Sci-
ences building December 7, at 4:15 P.M.
 xi 
- Professor John II Ashworth, professor
of economics and sociology, was the
speaker at the weekly meeting of the
Veritims. The meeting was held at the
l'em.bscia Exchange Hotel in Bangor
Thursday noon. James A. Cahners, pres-
ident of the organization, was the chair-
man of the meeting and introduced the
speaker in a very interesting manner.
Prof. Ashworth spoke concerning the
probable platforms and the candidates
fnr the next presidential campaign; and
briefly reviewed the so-called issues. The
speaker advanced the idea that neither of
the great political parties would go to
the country in their campaign for either
the lid tariff issue or the more modern
questitill of the Volstead act. It seems
to him highly probable that the next cam-
paign will be without issues and will be
merely a battle of candidates.
Students:
Are yinu planning on a meeting of your
organization in the M.C.A. building to-
Meta. or perhaps next week?
If you are would it not be well to call
"Bill" N1'ilsiin 183-3 and ask him if he
has a room left for the particular day
and at the time at which you will need it.
The rooms in the M.C.A. building have
been in such demand of late that several
groups have been disappointed and the
only way we know that it can be helped
is to make arrangements in advance.
Very truly yours,
A. L. Deering,
Sec. M.C.A. Advisory Board
COLUMN
RIGHT
Laziness, not necessity, is the
of invention. When man becom,
ciently weary of performing a cert,,..
eration in a certain way, he sits him .
to figure out some way to avoid ilk
m•me labor, and then to, and behold
other invention or a new method.
centuries man was content to st..1
right upon his two feet, as nature
ously intended he should. But one
probably under the annual lassitude ss
accompanies springtime, one particu
lazy member of the race, tired of
hither and you, broke a horse, and
airy began.
So has it always been. It is the ie.
:int desire to "pass the buck" that k
die world progressing materially.
tions conic and go, empires rise and
oecause of that desire. It may cloth
self in strange garments—"efficiei.•
'research," "constructive" thought, set .•
Hot the underlying wish the same, the
sire to -let George du it," the desir
loiter in the fair places of the world. Li.
Herald had man's inherent laziness
mind when he said that "the only excuse
for efficiency was that it gave us
time in which to be inefficient."
thought-processes of our minds, all tiie
labor of mind and body have the s..ine
end in' view—the Elysian fields of slicer
laziness.
It is a pleasant philosophy, is that
laziness; it leads to green fields ad
brown sun-shadows; it is the handmaiden
of Youth bringing gifts of songs a.1,1
flowers—the philosopher's stone tt
can, as Omar says "Life's leaden
into gold transmute." Without it, ex
tence is a grey prison of endless labor .
duty; with it, life is a prismatic st:
in contentment.
Life hiilds many joys, the thrill
sharp action, the feeling of spiritual it:
aess upon having performed a duty v.
hut the highest moments of bright
and the sheer, unthinking joy of li‘;:
are those of laziness. Not the acquisitiiii
of wealth, nor the acclaim of the multi-
tude, not even the heady wine of succe•,.
can compare with the god-like pleasur.•
of lying upon one's back in the June
green grass, allowing eternity to trickle
thru the fingers of one's spirit, as a child
lets fall tile \\ !lite sea-sand.
MAINE NIGHT AT BIJOL
It seemed Monday night that a bit of
the campus of the University of Main,
\\AS transported to the Bijou Theater
a here niembers of the championship foot-
ball team were guests of Manager C. J
Russell.
Throughout the entire performance tla
capacity audience, consisting of Maine
students and ria al rooters from Bang...
and vicinity, enjoyed five acts of vaud.
ville the like of which have not graced
eastern Maine for sonic time. Every act
had an abundance of original gag lines
aimed directly at the members of the
Maine football squad, and as each gag
was delivered by the performers, its ef-
fect produced hilarious uproars from the
audience. The performers entered into
the spirit of the occasion and the resull
was an evening's entertainment of unsur-
passed delight.
Following the vaudeville which con-
sisted of an excellent animal act, with
comedy sidelights with a mule, dubbed
the Colby Mule, an excellent dance team
comprised of two colored boys who could
step, Mlle. Pompadour a really remark-
able singer, a comedy team and finally
Lunn and White, two young ladies who
made a tremendous hit with the boys, the
Maine team was cheered and its members
introduced.
Assistant Manager George Holmes ap-
peared from the wings and put the Maine
students through a bit of intensive cheer-
ing. He also called several members of
the team onto the stage and though no
lengthy speeches were made the audience
eat e each boy a warm reception Among
those making initial appearances before
the footlights wi re Capt. 1.:imoreati. Cap
tam -Elect Nanigian. i'eakes, Coulter and
Btutell.—Bangor News.
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ONE ACT PLAYS
PRESENTED BY CLASS
Bailey's one act play class
two one act plays on Tuesday
N..yember 17, and two on Monday
November 22. The plays were
resting and amusing and were
• The casts were as follows:
RE!) CARNATIONS
Ramona Pole)
Thelma Perkins
Thelma Shea
1.11L PRAIRIE DOLL
Alberta Bradley. owner of the Green
Basin Ranch Nan Surface
Douglas Quarrier, chief engineer of
the Green Basin Land and Irriga-
tion Company Geneya McGary
George Prentiss, representing Pren-
tiss and Mergs, bankers and pro-
moters of the Irrigation Com-
pany Dorothy Stewaid
Scene: A Camp
Time: The Present
SAVED
MISS Minnie Tremaine
Lillian Varnum
Miss Emily Tantalite, her sister
Jessie Ashworth
Little Pierrell
A Tramp
Rivoire
Justina,
Lucienne Rivoire
Mrs. Saunders
Mrs. Bostick
Miss Zilla Birdso
AT THE
Andre Marex
Martha Marex
Ruby Carlson
Lois Springer
fig Hazel Sparrow
TELEPHONE
George Dudley
Josephine Patterson
Blaise, an old manservant Erdine Besse
Nannette, an old seryant Amy Adams
arex Mary ‘Veimer
Stanley Ross
John Pierce
servant Ruby Carlson
Annette Lane
The M.C.A. held the first meeting of
the Freshman Friendship Council, on
‘1oluesday eyelUng, November 10. At this
meeting it was decided to hold a meeting
of the freshmen eyery Wednesday at u 30
P.M. in the M.C.A.
The Freshman Friendship Council is
organized with the purpose of getting to-
ether the members of the class to dis-
cuss pr,iblems of common interest and
to assist them in adjusting themselves to
campus life and its activities. The group
is led by an upperclassman and a member
of the M.C.A. Cabinet, yylio will act as a
chairman until officers are chosen in a
l'%% %%eekS.
A good number attended t-17-e first meet-
ing, considering it was the evening be-
fore a holiday, but all the fraternities
are urged to send 0%er at least two of
their fresh:n(1i who would be interested
in discussing campus and life problems.
The meetings are to be held hereafter on
Wednesdays at 41:30
"Yes'', your face looks familiar."
"The nerve!"
"'Sall right, we didn't meet. But
saw your picture in a Tanlac ad."
—Okla. Whirlwind.
Winners
SECOND S 2, 0 0 0 HEADLINE CONTEST
FIRST PRIZE . $1,000
Won by . . . Miss Mary Marshall, 23 Francis Ave., Greenwood, Mass.
Winning Title . . . . "Such miles of smiles this morning"
SECOND PRIZE . . $500
Won by. . . Miss Nellie G. Mason, Rear 40 Oak Street, Westerly, R. I.
Winning Title . . . . "Smoking, Henry, and not choking!"
tow 4 4 )
jtoA7
- I/4
••••
\\\\\
His Wife said: "Such miles
of Smiles this morning"
"Why the change, I len ? and lost the throat tickle.
"You used to follow the
early morning smoke with
an early morning grouch
...with plenty of sputtering
and coughing."
" 'Change' is right, dear-
est," the husband replied.
"Ichanged my cigarette—
"I switched to OLD
GOLDS."
A hit of men have made that change lately. . .
and with it have made a big discovery.
They found out for the first time that a real he-
man's cigarette doesn't need to he harsh and
irritating. Coarseness doesn't mean •trength. A
fine cigarette, like a fine bill-bodied cigar, is
smooth and mellow. That's ( t j, (*oil D. 'File
smoothest cigarette of all time! 1 ou can smoke
them and enjoy them, morning, noon and night,
AV ithout regret or after•effect.
PLENTY OF PUNCH • • BUT NO PUNISHMENT
OLD GOLD
THE SMOOTHEST CIGARETTE
20 for 15 cents
The Pros/sect of
P. L0RILL1RD CO
Est. 1 '60
THE 50 WINNERS
OF $10 PRIZES
Mrs. F. E. Adel, 47 Benefit St., Attleboro, Mass.
F. J. Bernardini, 9 Monroe St., Calais, Me.
Mrs. Eva Better-1e), I tall Hill Rd., Somers, Conn.
L. Carpenter, 111 Loomis St., Burlington, Vt.
Louis W. Clark, Corinna, Maine, R. D. No. 2
G. M. Corcoran, 51 Plank Rd., Waterbury, Conn.
C. H. Genitor, Item Office, Clinton, Mass.
E. Danziger, 212 Locust St., Springfield, Mass.
Jos. J. Derion, 62 Bowdoin St., Lawrence, Mass.
Lloyd R. EN-arts, Vergennes, Vt.
Mrs. A.G. French ,130 I I ighland St. ,Woodfords,Me.
J. E. Fielding, 37 Manners Court, Brockton, Mass.
Chester A. Griffin, 63 View St., Franklin, N.H.
J. W. 160, 14 School St., Sangerville, Me.
W. W. Harris, 864 Crescent St., Brockton, Mass.
T. B. Hill, 75 Clinton St., Portland, Me.
M. B. Ilitcheock, 15 Blanow Court, Boston, Mass.
Mrs. S. S. Laphaun, 175 Arlington Ave., Prov., R.I.
E. A. Leary, 4 Cushing St , Salem, Mass.
E. H. McCarthy, 27 Middleton Ave.,Newport,R.I.
E. McCarthy, 7 Francis Ave., Quincy, Mass.
E. P. Murphy, Kearsarge Inn, Warner, N. H.
J. J. Murphy, 1 McKinley St., Eastport, Me.
E. T. O'Brien, 199 Read St., Bridgeport, Conn.
M.W.O'Connell, 10 Orchard St., Concord, N. H.
W. H. Pearce, Pis Newtonville Ave., Newton 58, Mass.
Mrs. John Plumb, 154 Corinth St., N. Adams, Mass.
F. E. Porter, R. F. D., Granby, Conn.
E. C. Rockwell, 25 Elm Place, Middlebury, Vt.
K. V. Rotch, 33 Aspinwall Rd., Dorchester, Mass.
H. A. Sabin, 4 Congress St., Portland, Me.
Rosanna Severance, Valley Ave., Bangor, Me.
L. F. Shea, 22 liallock Ave., New Haven, Conn.
Shih Ching Chen, Tech. Dormitory, Cambridge, Mass.
Irving C. Snow, 1'. 0. Box 521, Pawtucket, R. I.
Sidney Sprague, 609 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
Mrs. E. Spinney, 18 School St., Charlestown, Mass.
Ray Storck, 2 Heath Street, Portland, Maine
E. Y. Stocker, 47 Farragut Rd., Swampscott, Mass.
E. Struzenski, R. F. D. 1, Box 68, N1iddletown,Conn.
M.S. Sul livan, 350 Greenville Ave. ,Olney ville, R. 1.
Raymon K. Tarr, Wenham, Mass.
James H. Tillson, Navy Yard, Boston, Mass.
J. M. Thornton, 27 Brook St., Somerville, Mass.
Howard R. Waite, A'hately, Mass.
H.Whitaker, nit mineral Spring Ave., Centerdale, R. I.
H. F. White, 25 thank St., S. Manchester, Conn.
E. L. Williams, 24 Clement Ave., Roxbury, Mass.
B. L. Wilder, 22 Lochner, Ave., N. Weymouth, Mass.
A. L. Zeitung, Intl. Silver Co., Meriden, Conn.
4SWIPES'
Pine I iilkr:
she ki.sc"..
His Friend:
Pine Hiller:
His Friend:
My girl's lips quiver Ahrt:
114)), don't they?
What?
I say, do they? Do they?
The Boss: "Clair, I hope you try to
save half of what you earn."
Fisher: "I don't get that much, sir."
F.mployment Nlanager : "That boy
John \\*bite wants to hire out to me. Is
he steady?"
Geo. N1cLeary : "Steady? If he was
any steadier he would be motionless."
For Sale—A cow, gives ten quarts of
milk a day, also a grindstone, some farm
tools and a full set of harness.
Dun Kontz: "I wish to buy a gun to
blow out my brains."
Salesman: "Sorry, sir, but we don't
carry air rifles."
Evelyn: father, how grand it is to
be alive! The world is too good fit!' any
Why isn't everyone happy
Mr. Hay : "Who is he this time?"
WhY is the heavier end of a match the
lighter?
- ------
Teacher—(Tn Sunday School (lass):
"No ow boys, when you put your offering
in the plate I want you to repeat an ap-
propriate verse.'
Tester: "Gml loved] a cheerful giver."
Teacher : "Very good; now, Walter,
you can give us an example."
W. McKinley : "'A fool and his :money
are moon parted."
Irishman: "Three cheers for Ireland."
Scott-11mm: "Three cheers for Ilell."
Irishman: "That's it ; ever He stick
up tor his own country."
STUPID'S DICTIONARY
Faculty—An organization to furnish
amusement for the student body.
Period-4)1w hour of confinement with
or without sleep.
Recitation—Giving the teacher some in-
side dope.
Absence--To deprive the class of the
pleasureif your company and the benefit
of your brains.
Quiz—Means by which the teachers
display ignorance by asking foolish
itiesti( ins.
I 'atience—A minor itorm of despair,
disguised as a virtue.
November—The eleventh twelith of a
weariness.
-
May me : "Isn't that a vagrant melosly
Pierce: "Yes, it's a bum tune."
Ruth rode in my new cyclecar
(to the seat in hack of me—
I took a bump at fifty-five
And rode on Ruthlessly.
she: "Posor Atlas. he had the world on
Ins shoulders."
lie : "Look at V • olstead, he has the
world ton his neck "
Proof : "\\ lit %%ereillt yo on in class yes-
terday. Muss Smith:"
Mary hate an excuse."
Proot "Yes, I kilo% e seen hint.-
Ile: "Are you going to be lousy- to-
night
She: "I illon't know, this is ins first
date with him."
l'ar better is tin kilt played air
ThanI in .11 u hitch \% 'tin. 114 MOH'S
1111,,u41 :
1111...4 41(11010111 love affair
\Va• with .1 girl I never kissed
lt ullough: 
‘‘atch stop
when you dropped it ton the cement walk
the other day ?"
Harvey: "Sure: did y«ii think it woould
go through?"
"Yes, sir, he was perfectly sober and
left orders to be called early."
There was a pause, then the lawyer
asked: "Did he give any reason for wish-
ing to he called early?"
"Yes. sir, he said he was to he Queen
of the May."
Barber—"Shall I cut your hair close?"
co-ed—"No—stand off as far as pos-
sible...—Okla.
CONSTITUTION OF THE
STUDENT SENATE
REVISED TO APRIL 1 1924
The constitution of the Men's Student
Senate of the University of Maine revised
to April I, 1924, is as folbows:
.31RTICLE I—NAME
Sect 1
The name of this organization shall
be "The Senate of the Men's Student
Government of the University of Maine."
ARTICLE I I —0 B J ECT
Section 1
The object shall be:
(a) Discuss conditions about the Uni-
versity.
( b ) Discuss cionditions relating to
Student Government.
lc) To act as coordinating body be-
tween the University Administration and
the Student Body.
Id) To make recommendations to the
University Administratit
ARID 1.1.: III— MEMBERSHIP
Section 1
The Senate shall be composed of mem-
bers chnsen by popular V1 ote from and loy
the van' ills grtoups represented and I lin!
faculty member appointed by the admin-
istratiion. The number of members frtom
each torganizatit on shall be determined on
the percentage basis. One Senator shall
be chosen from each fraternity and from
each groom) of thirty mon-fraternity men,
or major fraction thereof.
Section 2
The members shall consist
sentatives frtom:
la I Each fraternity
(Ito The liormitory Nlen
c o The off campus men
1. Men living in Orono and N'eazie
2. Men living in Bangor and Brewer
3. Niel! living in Stillwater and Old
Ttown
Section 3
All men neither beltmging to a Ira-
ternity ntor living in the dormitory shall
be considered as off campus men.
Section 4
Any vacancy- 1R-curring shall Ix" tilled
within two weeks alter such vacancy
shall occur and in the same manner as
the office was tore% ionsly filled.
Alan 1.1.: \ —DUTIES OF MEMBERS
Seet ion 1
It shall Ix. the duty of each member to
attend all meetings except when he is
excused by the President of the Senate
for a sufficient reason.
Section 2
Any member who is absent from reg-
ular meetings two consecutive times
witht out having previously been excused
by the President of the Senate shall be
antinnatically expelled frtom the. Senate
and a new member shall be elected to till
his office.
Section 3
It shall be the duty of each member to
vote on every question requiring such
act it on.
of reprt: -
AKTIct.E V-1 11.1, HERS
Seetion I
There shall he a pre•ident. v ice-presi-
dent and three clerks.
Sect ie in 2
(al The President (preferably a sen-
ior 1 skill be elected by secret ballot from
aml by the Senate.
bi The Vice-President (preferablv.
a junitor ) shall be elected in a similar
Manner.
TIle three clerks shall be appoint-
ed by the President tot the Senate and
shall represent three different organiza-
tions and shall not be appointed in oni 
the members of the Senate.
Section 3
(a It shall be the duty of the Presi
dent to appoint all standing committees.
The committees on:
11 Administration ( 2) Athletics ;
I Publicity : (41 Auditing (5)
iii : (no lb on( ors ( 7 ) Rules; (8)Schell -
ule ; (.4)) Social Affairs; (10) Secondary
School Relatiions: (111 Student Activ i
ties ( non- Athletic ; ( 12 I lealth ( 13
(hapel: 414) Military ; ( l5 Joint Com-
mittee with Girls' Student 'government.
ht The clerks shall not be allowed
to vote but shall merely take (bow the
minutes of the meeting and read at each
meeting the minutes of the previous
meeting.
c1 The clerks shall he subject 1,,
the same regulations in regard to pre.
eller at meetings as the members of the
Senate.
Aim( LE I:I—MEET! \ Ls
Section
.1.110 Senate shall Meet !Nice monthly
at such time and place as shall be desig-
nated by the President assisted by the
advice of the members. Cio2b
HERE is the outstanding fact of
the entire cigarette industry:
Camels never tire the taste, no mat-
ter how liberally you smoke them;
never leave a eigaretty after-taste.
Only the choicest tobaccos that
nature produces, only the finest
blending ever given a cigarette
could produce a smoke that never
fails to please, that always brings
the utmost in smoking enjoyment.
Regardless of how often you want
the comfort of a smoke, of how
steadily you light one after another,
THE MAINE CAMPUS
section 2
The President may call a special meet-
at ally time necessary.
Alan %.1 OF SENATE
:Neetioll I
The Senate shall have the power to
investigate any question relative to the
Student Bushy or any member thereof
and to recoommend no the Adtninistration
what action should be taken with respect
too same.
Section 2
The Senate shall have power to sum-
mon before it any student or students
for trial tor testimony.
ARTICLE VIII —QUORI:
Seel ion 1
A majority (of the members shall con-
stitute a quornm.
wlA ICU I X—. ME NDM ENTS
Section I
This constitution may be amended by
two thirds vote of the members present
at any regular meeting.
RULES AND BY-LAWS FOR THE
STUDENT SENATE
T tt E PRESIDENT
Rule 1
The President shall take the chair at
the hnur set it or the meeting, and shall
call the membersbP order, and, on the
appearance of a quorum shall proceed
tio business.
Rule 2
The President shall preserve order and
odecrum in the Senate and shall decide
all questitnis iii order, subject to an ap-
peal. Ile shall rise to put a question or
to address the Senate, hut may read sit-
ting.
Rule 3
The President may vote on all ques-
tions.
Rule 4
Mien two tmore members rise at
1/111. u. the President shall designate which
of them shall be entitled to the floor.
Rule 5
The President shall have the right to
appoint a member to perform the duties
of the chair, but such appointment shall
(!I Ot extend beyond two consecutive Inert -
ings.
Rule lo
In case neither the President nor the
Vice President are present, and the va-
cancy of the chair has not been provided
for, a chairman may be elected by the
Senate.
Rule 7
The President shall appoint all com-
mittees, unless otherwise specially direct-
ed by the Senate. and the person first
named shall be chairman. In all elections
of committees by ballot, the person hav-
ing the highest number of votes shall act
as chairman.
Rui.Es us DEBATE
Rule 8
Every- member, when he speaks, shall
stand in his place and address the Presi-
dent.
Rule' 9
No member shall speak more than
once on the same question, to the pre-
%emit on of any tither ntlw ho has nut spoke
and is desirous of speaking, and not more
than twice. with' 'lit (Obtaining leave of the
Senate.
Rule 111
Ni. menther shall interrupt another
while speaking. except by rising to call
tio (order.
Rule 11
Alter a question is Inn to Vote, no 111011-
her shall speak on it.
.MonoNs
Rule 12
Any motion shall be reduced to writ-
ing if the President so directs.
Rule 13
A question containing two or more
pr.opositions, capable of di v
divided whenever desired k
her. A motion to strike ow
shall be deemed indivisable.
lion to strike out, being Ii 1St,
prevent amendment nor a
strike out and insert.
Rule 14
%1'hen a question is under
President shall receive no ni,
adjourn, to proceed to the
of the special assignment, b.
table, to close the debate at
time, tto postpone to the ttex
cninmit, to atnend, to rely:
mittee, or to postpone indeth
several motions shall have r
the order in which they stand.
Rule 15
lien a motion is made too
subject, and different committee.
posed, the question shall be tak•
following order: A standing
the Senate, a select committee of Co
ate, a joint standing committee, a
select committee.
Rule 1(i
No motion or proposition of a
different from that under conside•
shall be admitted under color ..•
amendment.
Rule 17
When a vote has passed, it shall
order for any member to move a •
sideration thereof in the same
succeeding meeting; and suchin ti.
made in the same meeting, shall
first propositit on considered at the
meeting; but if first moved in such
ceeding meeting, it shall forthwith
o 
•
cnsidered; and, when a motion in r.
consideration is decided, that vote shall
not be recoonsidered.
Rule 18
When any measure has been tinall
rejected. no measure substantially illy
(Continued on Page Five)
A smoking pleasure that never fails
Camels will never fail you, never
give you any but the finest thrill of
smoking pleasure.
That is why Camel sales, by far
the largest in the world, keep over-
whelmingly in the lead. Increasing
millions are discovering the incom-
parable Camel quality — smooth-
ness and mellowness.
If you want the one and only
cigarette that's good to live with
strenuously from morn to mid-
night — the cigarette that n(-)er
t.rcs the taste — Have a CaMe
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, WINSTON-SALEM, N. C
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:tion of the Student Senate
-
introduced by any commit-
_her during the meeting
7esident shall declare all votes;
. 
member rises to doubt a vote.
.]ent shall order a return of the
.••ting in the affirmative, and iii
.7 . et without further debate.
_ shall be accomplished by the
- 
-ignifying their intentions by the
hand, unless otherwise provided
f nate.
'RI KIM" RE FOR MEETINGS
• 7--cedure of each meeting shall
:ws:
Meeting called to order by .the
presiding officer.
Roll call and examination for
•;uorum.
Reading oi minutes.
Reports of officers :old commit
tees.
Jul business.
New business.
Appuintim•nt of special c,,mtnit_
tees.
Announcement of next meeting.
Motion to adjourn.
11
.1 call shall be by names, and ab-
, shall be checked in a suitable book
the clerks.
• :•ness shall constitute an absence
- excused by a majority vote of the
iiptai petition of the offender with
explanation. Arrival after the
has been called to order shall
.e a tardiness.
23
•elitees shall read their excuses at
\t meeting following their absence,
the section "Reports of officers
• -iiimittees." A vote shall be taken
• f tit or reject the excuse, under
A business."
‘, 24
...11 chairman of a standing commit-
report, at each meeting, any
r• under his jurisdiction.
25
, rules of Parliamentary Practice,
i:!i•cil in "Cushings Manual," shall
• !II the Senate in all cases to which
arc applicable, and in which they are
:•iisistent with these "Rules of the
or the Constitution of the Sen-
_
,• "Rules of the Senate" shall be
in the first meeting after the elec-
.i new senators, and at the first
of each semester.
AMENDMENTS
• rule shall be altered, suspended, or
:11(ltd. except by a two-thirds vote of
:members present.
VI liy. what on earth is the matter with
i Rebecca?"
•Nly father-in-law lost his fortune.
ned for love after all."
—Okla IVhirltaind.
10
Beans Celebrated
Leather Top
Rubbers
At Hellenbrands
I'lk' MI., Ohl Town
My not go Hunting?
MO" a
414.10)
„.ltIe jor guns
%% ill rent you a gun
DAK1N SPORTING GOODS
Sit u• HUE)
U
H. A. Mitchell
' lain St. Tel 61 2
Fruit, Confectionery
and Smokes
Ice Cream and Punch for
Banquets
WHOLESALE & RETAIL
•
BASKETBALL SQUAD 1925-192f,
The election of football and cross coun-
try managers and assistant managers will
be held in Alumni Hall, Thursday, De-
cember 2, from 1:00 until 4:30.
FOOTBALL
Manager: Whitcomb "Rusty" Haynes
and Blair "Skinny" Wilson.
Assistant Managers: (Vote for two):
C. E. Bassett, R. M. French, V. M. Lan-
caster, G. I. Luce.
CROSS COUNTRY
Manager: Hollis "Sheik" Garey, Hugh
"Harold" Lloyd.
Assistant Managers: (Vote for two):
William Hartley, Franklin Towne.
MODERN I1IASVATHA
lie killed the noble Mudjokivis
Of the skin he made him mittens,
Made them with the fur side inside,
Made them with the skin side outside.
Ile, to get the warm side inside
Put the inside skin side outside;
lie, to get the cold side outside
Put the warm side fur side inside.
That's why he put the fur side inside;
Why he turned them inside outside.
—Marcuis Donahueko.
The good man builds himself up: the
Ii man destroys hitnself.—Timreau.
College Display of
1:1,01:41IEIM
SHOES
At
Co I 1 eae Book St° re
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
December 2nd, 3rd and 4th
Goldsmith's " Toggeri Shoppe"
Orono Maine
a
The lecture for today
is on life insurance.
It consists of two words:—
John Hancock
Class 'Dismissed!
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF DOSTO.. Mikas•cmustr*•
•
The Slickest Coat on the Campus!
critzoidm*Pudent
S- tic* •
No well dressed college man is
without one. It's the original,
correct slicker and there'snoth-
ing as smart or sensible for
rough weather and chilly days.
Made of famous yellow water-
proof oiled fabric. Has all-
'round strap on collar and el.u-
tic at wrist-bands.
Clasp-closing style
Button-closing style
Stamp the correct name in your
memory, and buy no other.
The "Standard Student" is
made only by the Standard
Oiled Clothing Co., N. Y. C.
Slip one on at
ALL GOOD DEALERS
The Christmas Opening at
Freese 's
Four Great Floors of New Christmas
Merchandise
and a basement Gift SI op
Freese's combines large assortments with small profits
no Christmas Shopping at Freese's
111
Desks, Electrical Supplies,
Smoking Sets, Study Lamps
"Why pa) more elsewhere?"
W.A. \ !ostler Co. Orono, Maim-
•
SCRIMD CbETICRE
Matinee Daily at 2.30 Nights," Shows, Starting at 7.00 P.M.
Friday, Nov. 26
Raymond Griffith in
"YOU'D BE SURPRISED"
Saturday, Nov. 27
Tom Mix in
-THE GREAT TRAIN
ROBBERY"
Mon. awl Tues., Nov. 29, 30
Paramount Special
"EAGLE OF TI1E SEA"
ednesday, Dec. 1
b rout the operetta
"A WALTZ DREAM"
Thursday, Dec. 2
Conway Tearle and Barbara Beaford
in "THE SPORTING LOVER"
COMING
"3 BAD MEN"
"SON OF THE SHEIK"
"ONE MINUTE TO PLAN—
"M ARE NOSTRUM"
•
: 13
JUNI( )IZS JUNIORS JUNIORS
Have you arranged for your PRISM picture yet? Then see me at once
lite PERRY STUDIOS have done much of the Junior Prism work for the
Past 14 years. Courtesy, reliability, promptness, fine workmanship and ma-
terials have proved PERRY more worthy of the work year after year. They
Are with the students. They guarantee satisfaction. Try them and know for
oursel f. Ask to see my samples and the PERRY offer at once, if you have
liot already. It will save you money.
R. F. Scorr, '28
Representative
6 THE MAINE CAMPUS
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Basketball Men Shape Up Strong
In Practice Last Week
Captain "Bill" lianecune veteran guard
of mu )ears, will nut be available until
alter the torester s camp at Grindstone
closes. -Bobby •.Durell is a logical can-
didate to till his pusition.
Joe Gay, "Dick • Dulluff, "Farmer" Ab-
bott, "J immy • Gallagher. "Charlie"
simile, and "Larry •' liobbs are the for-
wards who surtived the cut of Friday.
All except "elvarlie" Stunt:. and -Lar-
ry Hobbs are seniors. -Charlie" is a
Junior and "Larry" a sophomore; and
both starred on their respective class
teams. Dick Dual% er and Guy Thurston
are the other guards who are retained.
•The schedule starts with Norwich at
Nurthfield, Vt., Dec. he Dec. 11, the
Bears play Dartmouth at Hanover. Last
year Maine won from Dartmouth 26-24
and hopes to repeat the victory this year.
Norwich is a new-coiner.
The basketeers meet nine teams this
winter, play Mg ten games in all. Six of
these arc oil foreign flours, while four
are at home. New Hampshire is the telly
team play lug a return engagement with
the Bears.
liar% ard and Norwich are new-comers
on the schedule, while Renssalaer, Union,
and Worcester Tech, schools played last
year, will not be met this year.
The season opens with Norwich and
Dartmouth on two successive nights.
The games with Rhode Island State,
New Hampshire State, Mass. Aggies and
Connecticut are for the New EnglandV
Cianerence title.
I (.uastaniied from Page One)
Sigma Xi Club Meets Friday
Dr. Owen is also a new member ii the
department.
In the Biology department of the col
lege of Arts and Sciences, Dr. Whiting
is working on Hymenoptera (bees, ants,
wasps), on the problem of sex-determina-
tion. Prof. Bridges of Columbia in
speaking of this problem says, "To nu:
sex determination in the bee is the out-
standing unsolved puzzle alum a few
years ago it seemed one of the simplest
of eases.- .fhe wasp has the same type
oi inheritance and Dr. kkhiting is work-
ing on the parasitic wasp Ilabrubracon.
Ile has lately published on "heredity of
Two k ariable Characters in liabrobra-
con," "Influence of the age of the Mother
tin the Appearance of Hereditary varia-
tii in in Habrobracon," "t.tynandromorplis
and tither irregular types in Ilabrobra-
ct
Dr. Ey ster, head of the Botany work.
is doing two major lines of research.
Cisucerning his work on the nature of
v•ariegatitins in corn, Dr. Batestne the
English tteneticist, says that Dr. Eyster's
w. irk is by far the best ever done in the
Mild. His papers on the "Effect of En-
virolunent tin I 'interns in Maize," and
"Heritable Characters of Maize" deal
with this problem. His other line of it
search is the physiology of various typi
of citrii and the chloroplastid pigments in
them. This is one of the major problems
• the day in this field He spoke by in-
• 
SPECIAL
Lat ZI. .1....1 fluent o
Overcoats and Suits
for
THANKSGIVING
Lowest Prices
also
Scarfs, gloves and other Men's
Furnishings
•
Ben Sklar
This is a Bank
, worthy of your
Confidence and
eager for your
Patronage.
Resources river $ 1,400,000.00
OLD TOWN TRUST CO.
OLD TOWN ORONO
- -
vitatiun at the World Coogress of plant
breeders un the subject -Bearing of Vari-
ations on the Nature of the Gene."
Dr. Woudward, physiologist of the Bi-
ology department, is studying the factors
causing et-I-division. Prior to coming to
Maine she was primarily interested in
cell-division in marine animals, notably
sea-urchins and star-fish. At present she
is studying the tell divisions that cause
tumor in mice.
Dr. Fitch has recently published on
"The Capacity Measurement with a
lemble Oscillator," "The Measurement4
of Impedances with the Vacuum Tube
\•ItItmeter," "The Magnetic Variometer."
At present he is studying the influx of
liquids from small orifices.
Dr. Croiutt is studying the -change of
Thermal-electromotive force of thin toe-
tallic films due to photnelective effect."
(ContinuedI rum Page One)
Honorary Engineering Societies
Announce Pledges at Smoker
Ilan(' me thivvii my slide rule
}land me (been my pen
I land Me dmAll my serious face
I in taking a prelim at ten.
First they give us moments
[hen they give us shear
Then they give us influence lines
And heave us on our ear.
As we start slipping
And the rule begins to groan
Then we start singing
Show me the way to go home.
I Tie Me To Your Apron Strings Again)
Let me take hydraulics once again,
lolow there's room for me, on Alphy's
knee.
Bring back all tie use nasty prelims, then,
I'll keep on flunking them, frum year to
year.
I thought that they were right, but they
were wrung,
i ii 'lit wait in June ft ir me, but pass along.
Can't derive Bernouilli's the-o-rem,
So won't you let me take hydraulics once
again.
•I•.‘U BETA PI ELIGIBILITY CODE
It is the purpose of the Society to mark
ii a fitting manner those who have con-
ferred honor upon their Alma Mater by
distinguished scholarship and exemplary
character as undergraduates, or by their
attainments as alumni.
Distinguished scholarship while the
primary requisite for admission, must not
he considered the sole criterion.
After the scholastic requirements have
been fulfilled, the selection shall be based
on integrity, breadth of interest both in-
side and ont.ide of engineering, adapta-
bility. and unselfish activity.
True Mice co% I the qua
•
fur membership in Tau Beta Pi, that it
transcends in importance scholarship,
activity, and every other qualification.
Without private and public integrity nu
organization is worthy of existence. Un-
der integrity, honor, and high standards of
truth and justice are included.
Breadth of interest sufficient for eligi-
bility in this Society, will enable a man
to maintain his position in a community
by the exercise of qualities other than en-
gineering ability.
A true engineer must be able to adapt
himself ingeniously to all circumstances'
and conditions, making them conform to
his purpose.
The rating of a man on the degree of
unselfish activity he manifests, is intend-
ed to indicate that Tau Beta Pi believes
that no man can become a worthy engi-
neer without the welfare of his associates,
his organizations, and his community at
heart. It is furthermore expected that
he display his willingness to aid and as-
sist in worthy causes by his actual cam-
pus record. Ilowever, the fact that a man
may not have shown unselfish activity- to
an appreciable degree throughout his
course is no infallible indication that he
would not if the opportunity offered. The
[mist conspicutius illustration of this is
that of the student who is self supporting,
for which due allowance must be made
and due credit given. In fine, it is in this
capacity fur the unstinted giving of his
hest, without thought of remuneration,
that we believe lies one of the most sensi-
tive tests for determining a candidate's
right to bear the name and wear the Bent
of Tau Beta Pi.
(Continued from Page One)
Hockey Team Has Successful
Season
and Rebecca Matthews deserve mention.
Twit games on next year's schedule
have already been arranged with Jackson
College and the Connecticut Aggies. Both
games will be played at Orono.
The varsity will lose six valuable play-
ers by the graduation in June of Eliza-
beth Sawyer, this year's captain, of Mar-
garet Preble, Christine McLaughlin,
I Men Peabody. .my Adams and Lorinda
fi-ne.
A vesper service will be held next Sun-
day, Nov. 28 at the M.C.A. building at
(JO. Rev. Metzner will be the speaker
There will be special music furnished by
the N'AV.C.A.
Everyone is cordially invited.
There will be a sunrise service or
Thanksgiving morning at 6.45 on tie
steps of the Library.  It is hoped thai
there .611 he a big attendance. Paul
Lamiireau will lead the service.
THE NE11"1.1111.011 S11011
I tri'S.S111g, uzIni 1",' pairing
• ,•', ,.1'ing Isitight anil sold
'1'114 I It N IN Ilie T.1.11.1111
Orono Nlainc
•
•
G. T. Holt
Specialist in Optometry
EiEs ExAm I N ( ;LASSES FITTED
18 STATE SI., BAAGolt, h ER UNIVER:•ITV LUNCH
Formed V1 ith itut,t- Irtic Phoitc 3785 W
THE UNDEBOA R
Made in London
THE PIPE THAT CLEANS ITSELF"
SOLD BY
G. A. 1Cing Or Maine
NICHOLS DRUG STORE ,
It-o(hds and Films
24 hours' servke in developing and
printing
C.
• —
OroP1O. .1 lame
ORONO
".4
Lunches put up
to take out
RESTAURANT
good place to eat"
Home TT
pastry
Reasonable Prices
MILL STREET ORONO, ME.
PENNY CARNIVAL COMING
The Peuny- carnival will be held in
Alumni Hall, Saturday night, December
11. "I' he carnival is under the direction
.1 the Women's Athletic Board and will
be held in the chapel, with a dance in the
gymnasium. Dance tickets will be fifty
cents.
In the chapel there will be eight soror-
ity booths. At one of these will be a
balloon sale. At another, a cake weight
guessing contest. How much cake can
you eat? How much du you gain when
you cat it? How heavy are die Hume
Ec's cakes? Try your luck! Sometime
during the evening there will be a num-
ber of vaudeville acts.
(Continued from Page One)
Varsity Finishes Eighth in Nation-
al Cross Country Meet
Medals and ribbons are to be awarded
for the first three or four places. The
meet is to be broadcasted from the local
station.
The meet will be held at 7 o'clock and
is to be followed by a dance, sponsored by
the Track Club. Every standard event is
to be on the program, including the
weight events.
AI
EMINENT LECTURER
HERE NEXT WEEK
An item of interest to all University
girls is made by Professor L. J. Pollard
of the University Extension in announc-
ing that Miss Janet McKellar, associate
field secretary of the National Camp
Fire Girls, will visit the campus all next
week, lecturing on the work of the or-
ganization which she represents, and
(lune instrates the practical usefulness of
It- .eirpe of social activities.
Miss McKellar is a lecturer of excep-
tional merit and in recent years has been
traveling over the entire country giving
a training course similar to that which
she will give here.
Definite announcements as to the time
and place of these meetings will be post-
tin the Alumni Hall bulletin board the
latter part of this week.
IldtedU 1
Dancing
et.ei
Wed. and Sat.
cTom Kane's
Band
DROP IN
when you are il
AND SEE
This Fine
PIPE and CIGAR STOIC
You'll feel at home her,
Youngs
B.C.M. Store
_ •t iaiL
.0511 D PICK OUT YOUR
CH I STMAS
R I )S
Snappy Stock
1).‘Rk'S V.XRIETN-
ORONO
• 
Compare Our Prices
l.adies* Silk ami Wool Hose
Nlen's Silk and Wool Hose
Nlen's All Wool Sweaters
Nlen's Winter Weight Uniiin Suits
Overcoats from $17.50 to
And remember you are entitled to
,141 not- \
I. STI/NE, Prop.
50f to $1.50
501' to 85¢
$5.50
$1.45
$35.00
10(ii, discount
Family Dept. Store
At the foot of Mill St.
"1-11/1,SOrrA ,
(me of the best lines in
NI Es 'S SELECT
SWEATERS, SHIRTS, and NECKWEAR
Hillson's Tailor Shop Orono
I
l'a rt
.% 1'1114.4. For Yon To N14.4.1 owl Eat
'Elie ElmsIiiii
Or . Muine.
▪ - Smoker. i• o one( se
• 
I I I.
KLYNE STUDIO
wishes to announce to the students of the
rniversity that our new location is at 15
Main St., Bangor, over Newberry's store
xxvii
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